
Set Up

Players work in pairs with 1 player with a ball in the area 1 player
on the outside of the area. Player in the area is challenged to
perform various "beat the player" moves to beat the cones. Once
performed, the player passes the ball to partner on the outside
receiving player repeats. Player on outside challenged to always
be moving so that player on inside plays with head up

Key Coaching Points

In order to perform ball mastery and turns players should be
aware of the space and other players by keeping their
heads up.

Players need to perform ball mastery and turns with both
feet

With lots of touches of the ball, players should maintain the
ball close to their feet whilst dribbling and performing ball
mastery skills.

Practice Animation

Make it easier:

1. Remove cones

2. Make area bigger

Make it more challenging:

1. Set individual challenges

Ball Mastery And Running with the Ball Warm Up
Written by Louie Cordwell

10 mins 12 players 6 balls 10 cones 20x20 area

Awareness

Use both feet

Close control



Set Up

Players work in pairs with 1 player with a ball in the area 1 player
on the outside of the area. 2 defenders also allowed anywhere in
the area if they win the ball they attempt to dribble to outside of
area. Player in the area is challenged to perform various "beat the
player" moves to beat the cones defenders. Once performed, the
player passes the ball to partner on the outside receiving player
repeats. Player on outside challenged to always be moving so
that player on inside plays with head up. Players given set time
challenged to make as many passes as possible.

Key Coaching Points

In order to perform ball mastery and turns players should be
aware of the space and defenders by keeping their heads
up.

Players need to perform ball mastery and turns with both
feet focusing on the their technique.

When in possession of the ball, players have to make
decisions to either pass or dribble depending on the
pressure of a defender and the space they have available.

Practice Animation

Make it easier:

1. Increase the size of the area

Make it more challenging:

1. Set individual challenges

Ball Mastery and Dribbling Technical Practice
Written by Louie Cordwell

15 mins 10 players 8 balls 10 bibs 24 cones 20x20 area

Awareness

Use both feet

Decision Making



Set Up

Ball is played across to opposite pair for 2v2. Receiving pair
attempt to combine or use beat the player moves to beat
defenders stop the ball on the opposite line. If defenders win
possession, they attack the opposite line. Games are played at
same time in both directions. Pairs change ends once they have
played in order to rotate who defends/attacks first. Ball
Manipulation: V pushes/Rollover stop/Inside outside both feet.
Beat the player moves: Scissors/Side Step/Roll stopover.

Key Coaching Points

In order to perform ball mastery and turns players should be
aware of the space and defenders by keeping their heads
up.

Use both feet- Players need to perform ball mastery and
turns with both feet focusing on the their technique.

When in possession of the ball, players have to make
decisions to either pass or dribble depending on the
pressure of a defender and the space they have available.

Practice Animation

Make it easier:

1. Increase the size of the area

2. Decrease the number of defenders

Make it more challenging:

1. Set individual challenges

2. Make the area bigger

3. Increase the number of defenders

When to Dribble and When to Pass 2v2 Skill Practice
Written by Louie Cordwell

20 mins 12 players 6 balls 20x20 area

Awareness

Use both feet

Decision Making


